
 
Book Synopsis - It's Suppertime 

 
 
2-line Summary:  
 
A collection of devotions that direct your thoughts to the Lord's Supper in a fresh and inspiring way.  
 
Short Synopsis:  

A collection of devotions that direct your thoughts to the Lord’s Supper in a fresh and inspiring way. 
Inspired by news stories, historical events, every day experiences and familiar songs. Each devotion will 
direct your attention, renew your appreciation and inspire your adoration for Jesus and his redemptive 
sacrifice. 

 
Medium Synopsis:  

It’s Suppertime presents 52 devotions that direct our thoughts to Calvary and the Lord’s Supper in a 
fresh and inspiring way. The truth of Christ’s sanctifying work in our lives is presented from a variety of 
perspectives. They are inspired from news stories, historical events, every day experiences or familiar 
songs. Old and New Testament scriptures reinforce the themes and prepare your heart for the Lord’s 
Supper. Each devotion will direct your attention, renew your appreciation and inspire your adoration for 
Jesus and his sacrifice that redeemed us. 

 
Long Synopsis:  
 
It’s Suppertime presents 52 devotions that direct our thoughts to Calvary in a creative and inspiring way. 
Each presents the truth of Christ’s sanctifying work in our lives but from a variety of perspectives. They 
are inspired from news stories, historical events, every day experiences or familiar songs. Old and New 
Testament scriptures reinforce the themes and prepare your heart for the Lord’s Supper. Each one is a 
fresh look at the familiar observance that will help us renew our remembrance of Jesus. 

The devotions were developed for use in worship services for preparation for the Lord’s Supper. The 
Lord’s Supper is so familiar to Christians that is easy to fall into the trap of repeating the same 
comments about it time after time. This is especially true for someone who is asked to make remarks 
frequently or on short notice.  Using these prepared devotions will help avoid falling into that trap. This 
book provides a ready resource for someone to use for preparing remarks for the Lord’s Supper. The 
devotions can be used as written and most will fit perfectly within your own worship service. They can 
be used as a starting point for someone to add additional thoughts. 

The book is also an excellent resource for personal devotions as a reminder of Christ’s love expressed at 
Calvary or for personal worship for someone who is unable to participate in worship with the church. 



Regardless of the application, each of these devotions will direct your attention, renew your 
appreciation and inspire your adoration for Jesus and his sacrifice that redeemed us. 

"A thought provoking and Biblically based collection of communion meditations that approach the 
observance of the Lord's Supper from many perspectives." Dr. David Eubanks, President Emeritus, 
Johnson University 
 "Through story, illustration, and example, touches the heart and challenges the mind ... The reader of 
these meditations will be blessed." Larry Carter, President, Great Lakes Christian College  
"Each of his 52 meditations contains an insight that shows how communion is anything but 'common' or 
'ordinary'. " E. R. Hertzog, Vice President, Mountain Mission School, Grundy, VA  
"Displays Gresham's genius as a nuclear engineer, couched in the everyman sensibility of a Colorado 
farm boy... It's a must-have for anyone leading the Lord's Supper on a regular basis!" Tim Jones, BLOC 
Ministries, Cincinnati, OH  
"During my fifty years of ministry... I have taught what I call the ABC's of an Effective Communion 
Meditation... Accuracy, Brevity, and Clarity... the meditations in this book consistently meet and exceed 
these criteria." Bill Pullin, Retired Minister.  
"This book is an amazing journey through thoughts and scriptures - revealing the steadfastness of God's 
purpose to redeem His faithful ones." Dick Morris Assoc. Minister, Boone's Creek Christian Church, 
Johnson City, TN  
"Will serve as nourishment for the hungering soul. Enjoy and be prepared to be blessed. "Steve Fair, 
Senior Adult Minister, Bethany Christian Church, Anderson, IN  
"A very valuable asset to anyone who needs encouragement to utilize the Lord's Supper for its intended 
purpose." David R. Kalb, Missionary to Ghana, West Africa  
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